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Abstract
We introduce and evaluate an eXplainable Goal Recognition
(XGR) model that uses the Weight of Evidence (WoE) frame-
work to explain goal recognition problems. Our model pro-
vides human-centered explanations that answer ‘why?’ and
‘why not?’ questions. We computationally evaluate the per-
formance of our system over eight different domains. Using
a human behavioral study to obtain the ground truth from hu-
man annotators, we further show that the XGR model can
successfully generate human-like explanations. We then re-
port on a study with 60 participants who observe agents play-
ing Sokoban game and then receive explanations of the goal
recognition output. We investigate participants’ understand-
ing obtained by explanations through task prediction, expla-
nation satisfaction, and trust.

In recent years, a significant amount of research has been
conducted on explainable AI (XAI) to increase the trans-
parency of AI decision-making and improve the user’s trust
(Vered et al. 2020). Although the main focus has been
on Explainable Machine Learning, recently, there has been
growing interest in Explainable Agency (Langley et al.
2017; de Graaf et al. 2018; Hoffmann and Magazzeni 2019;
Chakraborti, Sreedharan, and Kambhampati 2020); agents
and robots capable of explaining their decisions to lay users.

For a goal recognition (GR) problem, the task is to in-
fer the most likely goal given an observed agent’s behav-
ior. For instance, when autonomous vehicles’ anticipated
goals are justified to end-users, it would assist to calibrate
their trust in such systems (Shahrdar, Menezes, and No-
joumian 2018). We are motivated by the necessity of gen-
erating human-like explanations for why a certain goal is
most likely. Model-based GR approaches use domain mod-
els to generate plans for goals (Masters and Vered 2021),
and machine-learning GR approaches rely on the existence
of a corpus of prior plans/observations from which to train
(Pereira et al. 2019).While there are many ways to achieve
this objective, little to no attention has been given to explain-
ing the output of these algorithms, once achieved.

There is a substantial body of literature in cognitive sci-
ence that explores how humans explain others’ behavior
(Kashima, McKintyre, and Clifford 1998; Malle 2006; Hei-
der 2013). People’s view of the world is normally character-
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ized by their beliefs, goals, and intentions. Reasoning over
these mental states with causal relationships lies at the foun-
dation of folk explanations of human behavior (Malle et al.
2000). In light of the existing theory of behavior explanation
(Malle 2006), Alshehri et al. (2021) developed a conceptual
framework grounded on a human study, with the aim to learn
how people explain GR agent behavior; what concepts peo-
ple use to generate explanations for answering ‘why’ and
‘why not’ questions. However, they have not built an ex-
plainability method. In this paper, we extend (Alshehri et al.
2021)’s work and propose an eXplainable Goal Recognition
model (XGR) model that generates explanations consistent
with the corresponding human explanation.

We introduce a general XGR model based on the con-
cept of Weight of Evidence (WoE) from information theory
(Good 1985; Melis et al. 2021). The model explains the out-
put goal hypothesis of a GR algorithm by obtaining WoE
values of observed behavior to determine to what extent an
observation is responsible for one goal hypothesis in contrast
to another. We define an explanation selection for ‘why goal
g?’ and ‘why not goal g′?’ questions based on the concept
of observational markers, the observation with the highest
WoE, and counterfactual observational markers, the obser-
vation with the lowest WoE (Alshehri et al. 2021).

We computationally evaluate our approach on eight GR
benchmark domains using a state-of-the-art GR model
(Vered et al. 2018). Results indicate that our model’s com-
putation time is a fraction of the original GR approach. We
also conduct a follow-up human study in which participants
were presented with the output of the GR model and asked
to answer Why? and Why not? questions. We evaluate our
model by comparing human-generated explanations to the
output of the XGR model. Results show the efficiency of
our model to generate human-like explanations. We conduct
another human study using the proposed model for the GR
agent that predicts a player’s goal in the Sokoban game. Ex-
periments were run for 60 participants, in which we evaluate
the participants’ performance in task prediction, explanation
satisfaction, and trust. Results show that our model has a bet-
ter performance than the tested baseline. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study to solve the problem of GR
explainability more naturally and elegantly by adopting the
concept of WoE.
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Related Work and Background
Explainable Agency
A number of studies focus on generating explanations for
action/activity recognition models and domains. Some re-
cent examples include (Meng et al. 2019), which uses LSTM
based attention mechanism to identify the most relevant
frames for video action recognition, and (Akula et al. 2022)
which explains decisions made by a deep CNN over im-
age recognition models. These approaches, as well as oth-
ers, rely on machine learning to generate explanations rather
than having an explicit model of the recognizing agent.

Other approaches, such as Albrecht et al. (2021) and Bre-
witt et al.; Brewitt, Tamborski, and Albrecht (2021; 2022)
rely on the innate interpretability of the structure of their
specific GR approach. Brewitt et al. (2021) utilize deci-
sion trees trained on vehicle trajectory data and Albrecht
et al. (2021) rely on inverse planning and Monte Carlo
Tree Search. While not dependent on ML, these approaches
also do not perform model-based explanations and are only
adapted to one specific instance of a GR algorithm.

In the context of sequential decision-making, several ex-
plainable agency models have been proposed for Belief-
Desire-Intention (BDI) agents (Cranefield et al. 2017;
Winikoff, Dignum, and Dignum 2018), reinforcement learn-
ing RL agents (Fukuchi et al. 2017; Madumal et al. 2019),
and planning agents (Chakraborti et al. 2017; Chakraborti,
Sreedharan, and Kambhampati 2018; Cashmore et al.
2019).These frameworks are mostly driven by goal-directed
tasks over understanding the autonomous agents’ decisions.
These approaches, however, do not focus on GR agents.

Previous studies investigating the explainability of
goal/intention recognition agent falls into the scope of maxi-
mizing the explicability of the agent behavior (Yolanda et al.
2015; Sohrabi, Riabov, and Udrea 2016; Vered, Kaminka,
and Biham 2016; Hu et al. 2021; Hanna et al. 2021). This in-
volves making that behavior more explicable to an observer
by either aligning its behavior with the observer’s expecta-
tions or making its inference formation interpretable.

Planning
Planning is a way to find a sequence of actions (i.e, a plan)
that achieves a certain goal from an initial state. The con-
cept of planning is key to understanding GR algorithms that
utilize planners in the recognition process. Our eXplainable
Goal Recognition model (XGR) generates explanations for
such GR models and also uses off-the-shelf planners to gen-
erate a counterfactual plan as part of that explanation. We
build upon the following planning problem definition as de-
fined in (Pereira, Oren, and Meneguzzi 2017):
Definition 1. A planning task is represented by a triple
⟨Ξ, I, g⟩, in which Ξ = ⟨F ,A⟩ is a planning domain def-
inition; F consists of a finite set of facts and A is a finite set
of actions; I is the initial state, and g is the goal state. A so-
lution to a planning task is a plan π that reaches a goal state
g from the initial state I by following a sequence of actions.
Since actions have an associated cost, we assume that this
cost is 1 for all actions. The objective is to find the optimal
plan π∗ that minimizes the associated cost.

Goal Recognition (GR)
Goal recognition (GR) is the inverse of the planning prob-
lem. It is the task of recognizing an agent’s unobserved goal
through a sequence of observations. There are many differ-
ent approaches to solving the GR problem. Among the most
common approaches are; library based GR algorithms that
use dedicated plan recognition libraries that aim to represent
all known ways to achieve known goals (Sukthankar et al.
2014); Model-based GR algorithms (Ramı́rez and Geffner
2010; Sohrabi, Riabov, and Udrea 2016; Vered, Kaminka,
and Biham 2016) in which GR agents use their domain
knowledge, represented through the use of planners, to gen-
erate plans that must be carried out for a goal to be achieved
(Masters and Vered 2021); and machine-learning GR ap-
proaches that rely on the existence of a large training corpus
from which algorithms can learn about the constraints of the
domain (Min et al. 2014; Pereira et al. 2019; Meneguzzi and
Pereira 2021; Fitzpatrick et al. 2021). Among all of these ap-
proaches little, to no, attention has been given to explaining
the reasons behind the predicted goals and/or goal probabil-
ity distribution, which is the aim of this work. To begin we
build on the following formal GR definition as defined by
(Shvo and McIlraith 2020).
Definition 2. A goal recognition problem is a tuple
⟨Ξ, I,G,O⟩, in which Ξ = ⟨F ,A⟩ is a planning domain
definition where F and A are sets of facts and actions, re-
spectively; I is the initial state; G = {g1, g2, ..., gm} is the
goals set, and O = ⟨o1, o2, ..., on⟩ is a sequence of obser-
vations such that each oi is a pair (αi, ϕi) composed of an
observed action αi ∈ A and a fact set that represent the
state ϕi ⊆ F . A solution to a GR problem is a probability
distribution over G giving the corresponding likelihood of
each goal, i.e. the posterior probability P (gj | O) for each
gj ∈ G. The most likely goal is the one whose generated
plan “best satisfies” the observations.

The Mirroring GR Algorithm As part of our model’s
empirical evaluation, we will be explaining the output of
the Mirroring GR algorithm (Vered and Kaminka 2017;
Kaminka, Vered, and Agmon 2018). The model has been in-
spired by humans’ ability to do online GR which stems from
the human brain’s mirror neuron system for matching the
observation and execution of actions (Rizzolatti 2005). The
approach belongs to the plan recognition as planning GR
approaches (Masters and Vered 2021) and utilizes a planner
within the recognition process to compute alternative plans.
In particular, the Mirroring algorithm calls a planner first to
pre-compute optimal plans from I to every gj ∈ G as well
as to compute suffix plans from the last observation oi ∈ O
to every gj ∈ G. These suffix plans are concatenated with
a prefix plan (the observation sequence O at time step t) to
generate new plan hypotheses. The algorithm then provides
a likelihood distribution (posterior probabilities) over G by
evaluating which of the generated plans, that incorporate the
observations O, best matches the optimal plan.

Running Example
To better explain the concepts previously introduced we
present an MDP model of a navigational GR scenario,
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Figure 1: Navigational domain example. I is the agent’s ini-
tial state. Given three possible goal locations (g1, g2, g3), the
predicted goal is g2. Blue arrows represent the observation
sequence, and red arrows represent counterfactual actions.

shown in Figure 1. In this scenario, an agent must navigate
through the unblocked grid to reach one of three possible
goal cells, g1, g2, or g3. The state space S is defined by
the cells, 45 states in total, and the initial state of the agent
is at cell 19, labeled I. The action set A comprises mov-
ing one cell in each of the four directions (up, down, left,
right) with equal cost, and transitions the agent between two
connected cells. The GR problem in this example is com-
posed of the following: the initial state, I, set of goal hy-
potheses, G = {g1, g2, g3}, and a sequence of observations
O = ⟨o1, .., o8⟩ at time step t = 8 whose transition be-
tween them is represented as blue arrows. The problem here
is deterministic, i.e., at a given state, each action leads to
a determined state. As the goal state specification, G is for
the agent to be at one of three possible goal cells. Over this
example, the Mirroring GR algorithm would rank goal g2
as most likely since the observation sequence confirms the
optimal plan to achieve this goal. We will refer back to this
example throughout the paper to show the performance of
our approach on the output of the Mirroring GR algorithm.

Weight of Evidence (WoE)
The principle of rational action (Hempel 2013) states that
people explain goal hypotheses by determining to what ex-
tent each observed action is responsible for a goal hypothesis
in contrast to others. Based on this, Bertossi (2020) defines a
causal explanation to be the most responsible set of features
for an outcome. Thus, we model our explanation model us-
ing the concept of Weight of Evidence.

Weight of Evidence (WoE) is a statistical concept used to
describe variable effects in prediction models (Good 1985).
It has been defined in terms of log-odds (see supplementary
material) to measure the strength of evidence e in favor of a
hypothesis h and against an alternative hypothesis h′, condi-
tioned on additional information c. Assuming uniform prior
probabilities1, it is defined as:

woe(h/h′ : e | c) = log
P (h | e, c)
P (h′ | e, c)

(1)

1Formula derivation is in the supplementary material for
when priors are not uniform. To access the full paper see
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.05622

Melis et al. (2021) propose a framework based on WoE
for explaining machine learning classification problems and
argue that this is a natural model that corresponds to the phe-
nomena of how people explain to each other (Miller 2019).
Melis et al. (2021) found WoE naturally captures a con-
trastive statement, i.e. evidence for or against something.
That would help answer questions like why goal g, why not
goal g′, and what should have happened instead if the goal
was g′. We adopt this concept and apply it to GR problems.

eXplainable Goal Recognition (XGR)
In this section, we present a simple and elegant explain-
ability model for GR algorithms called eXplainable Goal
Recognition (XGR). Extending Melis et al.’s (2021) WoE
framework, our model answers ‘why’ and ‘why not’ ques-
tions, as they are the most demanded explanatory questions
(Lim, Dey, and Avrahami 2009).

Our explanation generation approach consists of two
parts. The first part ranks each observation in an observed
plan by its WoE score. The second part selects highly-ranked
observations, obtaining a minimal complete explanation.

Model Overview
Our explainable GR model accepts four inputs, which can
be provided by any GR model:

1. An observed sequence O;
2. A set of predicted goals, Gp ⊆ G;
3. A set of counterfactual (not predicted) goals, Gc ⊂ G,

whereby Gp ∩Gc = ∅; and
4. Posterior probabilities P (g | O) for each g ∈ G.

The model answers two questions: ‘Why goal g?’, where g is
a predicted goal hypothesis; and ‘Why not goal g′?’, where
g′ is a counterfactual goal hypothesis.

Explanation Generation
We define an explanation as a pair containing: (1) an ex-
planandum, the event to be explained; and (2) an explanan,
a list of causes given as the explanation (Miller 2019). The
explanandum is assumed to be of the form why/why not g?,
where g is a goal. We extend the WoE framework (Melis
et al. 2021) to GR problems.

Referring to Equation 1, we substitute the hypotheses h
and h′ with a predicted goal and counterfactual goal hy-
potheses, g and g′, the evidence e with the observation
oi ∈ O, the additional information c with the observed se-
quence O up to the observation oi, and the posterior proba-
bilities as P (g | Oi) and P (g′ | Oi), in which g ∈ Gp and
g′ ∈ Gc. We define a complete explanan as follows.

Definition 3. A complete explanan for a goal g is a list of
pairs (woe(g/g′ : oi | O), oi), in which the conditional
woe(g/g′ : oi | O) for each paired hypothesis g and g′ is
computed for each added observation oi to the observed se-
quence O each time step. The WoE is computed using:

woe(g/g′ : oi | O) = log
P (g | Oi)

P (g′ | Oi)
(2)
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Algorithm 1: Explanation Generation Algorithm
Input: O, Gp, Gc, and Posterior probability over G
Output: Explanation list Ω of all Gp paired with
Gc

1: for oi ∈ O do
2: Ω← []
3: for each g ∈ Gp do
4: for each g′ ∈ Gc do
5: ωi ← woe(g/g′ : oi | O)
6: Ω← [(g, g′) = ⟨ωi, oi⟩]
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

10: return Ω

Informally, this defines a complete explanan for a goal g
as the complete list of computed WoE scores for each ob-
servation. An algorithm for extracting this is shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

Example 1. In the navigational GR scenario presented in
Figure 1, a complete explanan has been generated for the
observation sequence, O = ⟨o1, .., o8⟩. For the first four ob-
servations, o1 to o4 ∈ O, the WoE would be the same for
all goal hypotheses. This is because the Mirroring GR al-
gorithm predicts them as equally likely since these observa-
tions are part of the optimal plan to achieve all three goals.

However, this will not be the case for the rest of the ob-
servation sequence. For observations o5 to o7 ∈ O, the Mir-
roring GR algorithm output would be goals g2 and g3 (both
equally likely), and the counterfactual goal would be g1. Af-
ter observation, o8, the predicted goal would be g2, and the
counterfactual goals would be g1 and g3. Table 1 presents
the generated complete explanan with each new observation.

Explanation Selection
The task of explaining a GR algorithm’s output in terms of
the complete explanan would be tedious or even impossi-
ble, particularly in a domain where an MDP model contains
hundreds of thousands of states and actions. Indeed, ‘good’
explanations should be selective by focusing on one or two

oi (g, g′) ωi Ω

o5 (g2, g1) 0.28 ⟨0.28, o5⟩
(g3, g1) 0.28 ⟨0.28, o5⟩

o6 (g2, g1) 0.51 ⟨0.51, o6⟩
(g3, g1) 0.51 ⟨0.51, o6⟩

o7 (g2, g1) 0.69 ⟨0.69, o7⟩
(g3, g1) 0.69 ⟨0.69, o7⟩

o8 (g2, g1) 0.85 ⟨0.85, o8⟩
(g2, g3) 0.18 ⟨0.18, o8⟩

Table 1: Complete explanan WoE for predicted and counter-
factual goals after observations o4, o5 and o6 in the naviga-
tional GR example depicted in Figure 1

possible causes instead of all possible causes for a decision
or recommendation (Miller 2019). In the context of GR, peo-
ple explain in terms of the most important observation to
achieve certain goals in contrast with other alternatives (Al-
shehri et al. 2021). To this end, we focus on the explanation
selection of answering ‘Why g?’ and ‘Why not g′?’ ques-
tions.

‘Why’ Questions
Answering why goal g? questions, as in, Why is goal g pre-
dicted as the most likely goal candidate? relies on iden-
tifying the most important observation(s) that support the
achievement of that goal. Following Alshehri et al. (2021),
we call such observations observational markers.
Definition 4. Given a complete explanan of g, the obser-
vational markers (OMs) are the observation(s) that have the
highest WoE value:

OM = arg max
oi∈O

[(g, g′) = ⟨ωi, oi⟩] (3)

There may be multiple such observations, in which case
we select them all.
Example 2. Let us go back to the navigational GR scenario
and answer the question Why g2?. From the complete ex-
planan of g2, shown in Table 1:

(g2, g1) = [⟨0.28, o5⟩, ⟨0.51, o6⟩, ⟨0.69, o7⟩, ⟨0.85, o8⟩]
(g2, g3) = [⟨0.18, o8⟩]

After ranking them from highest to lowest, we obtain
⟨0.85, o8⟩ that has the highest value. This indicates that this
observation is the OM , as in the observation that best ex-
plains the predicted goal hypothesis Gp = {g2} instead of
the counterfactual goal hypotheses, Gc = {g1, g3}. There-
fore the explanation would be Because the agent has moved
up from cell 26 to cell 17.

‘Why Not’ Questions
The question of why not g′ relies on identifying the most
important observation(s) to g′, which Alshehri et al. (2021)
call a counterfactual observational markers.
Definition 5. Given a complete explanan of g′, the counter-
factual observational markers (counterfactual OMs) are the
observation(s) that have the lowest WoE value:

counterfactualOM = arg min
oi∈O

[(g, g′) = ⟨ωi, oi⟩] (4)

Example 3. Let us go back to the navigational GR scenario
and answer the question Why not g1 and g3?. From the com-
plete explanan of g1 and g3, shown in Table 1:

(g2, g1) = [⟨0.28, o5⟩, ⟨0.51, o6⟩, ⟨0.69, o7⟩, ⟨0.85, o8⟩]
(g2, g3) = [⟨0.18, o8⟩]

After ranking them from lowest to highest, we obtain
⟨0.28, o5⟩ that has the lowest value of g1 and ⟨0.18, o8⟩ that
has the lowest value for g3. This indicates that these ob-
servations are the counterfactualOM , as in the observa-
tions that best explain the counterfactual goal hypotheses,
Gc = {g1, g3}. Therefore the explanation would be Because
the agent has moved right from cell 23 to cell 24 away from
g1, and it has moved up from cell 26 to cell 17 away from g3.
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Counterfactual Action Pointing to the lowest WoE action
is not such a useful way to understand why a counterfactual
goal is not predicted. Alshehri et al. (2021) show that part
of being able to answer ‘why not’ questions is the ability
to reason about the counterfactual actions that should have
happened instead of counterfactual OM for g′ to be the pre-
dicted goal (Alshehri et al. 2021). It is called counterfactual
plan.

Building on this idea, we obtain the counterfactual plan
that should have happened instead of the observed one by
planning the agent route to g′, and simply taking the first
action. We approach this problem by generating a plan for
g1 from the state that precedes obtaining the counterfactual
OM, the state from which the lowest WoE is measured. We
define the counterfactual action as follows.

Definition 6. Given a counterfacual OM oi at state st−1 for
counterfactual goal g′, a counterfactual action explanation
is the action a′t, which is the first action from the plan π =
(a′t, a

′
t+1, .., g

′) generated by solving the planning problem
⟨M, st−1, g

′⟩, where M is the planning domain.

Example 4. Consider again the example from Figure 1. The
counterfactual action a′t would be the move up action from
cell 23 to 14 for g1, and the move right action from cell 26
to 27 for g3 (as presented by the red arrows). Verbally, the
complete explanation to ‘Why not goal g1 andg3?’ would
be because the agent moved right from cell 23 to cell 24, it
would have moved up from cell 23 to 14 if the goal was g1.
And it has moved up from cell 26 to cell 17, it would have
moved right from cell 26 to cell 27 if the goal was g3.

Computational Evaluation
We evaluate the computational cost of the XGR model over
eight online GR benchmark domains (Vered et al. 2018). The
benchmark domains vary in the levels of complexity and size
including the different number of observations and goal hy-
potheses. We measure the overall time taken to run the XGR
model. As the explanation model uses an off-the-shelf plan-
ner for counterfactual planning, we also separate the cost of
the planner and the explanation generation and show what
effect it has on overall model performance.

Table 2 presents the run time performance of the XGR
model over the benchmark domains. The run times vary
greatly depending on the complexity of the domain, rang-
ing from an average of 0.14 seconds over the 15 problems
in the relatively simple, Kitchen domain, to 221.77 seconds
over the 16 problems in the complex, Zeno-Travel domain
(column 1). Regardless of the run time, adding our explain-
ability model to the GR approach is typically not expen-
sive, adding an increase of between 0.2%-45% (column 3).
However, most of this increase can be attributed to calling
the planner to generate counterfactual explanations (column
4). We can see that between 70%-99% of the XGR model
is spent on planning. The varying percentage increases be-
tween domains like Zeno-Travel and Kitchen emphasize the
relation between the domain complexity and planning time,
the higher the domain complexity, the higher influence the
planner has. This highlights the impact that planner choice
can have on our model performance. As the XGR approach

is independent of the underlying GR model, this also shows
that the proposed model would scale well with more efficient
planners; e.g. domain-specific planners.

Empirical Evaluation: Human Study
Human Study 1: Ground Truth
As there is no other explainable GR approach we do not
have a baseline against which to compare the explanations
of our approach. We, therefore, conducted a human subject
study in which participants were presented with the output
of the Mirroring GR algorithm (Vered et al. 2018) and re-
quired to answer questions about its recognition process. By
comparing human-generated explanations to the output of
our XGR model, we aim to evaluate whether the model out-
put is grounded on human-like explanations.

Methodology We presented participants with the Mirror-
ing GR algorithm output over a range of problems in the
Sokoban game domain, a classic warehouse puzzle game.
To evaluate our hypothesis, we used the method of annota-
tor agreement and ground truth whereby human annotation
of representative features provides the ground truth for quan-
titative evaluation of explanation quality (Mohseni, Block,
and Ragan 2018). We evaluated our XGR model by compar-
ing it against this ground truth. Ethics approval was obtained
from our institute before the study was performed.

Experiment Design We built a modified version of the
Sokoban game (the interface is shown in Figure 2). Sokoban
is a well-known, puzzle game in which a player moves boxes
around a warehouse and delivers them to target storage lo-
cations. For our purpose, we modified the game rules by en-
abling the player to push more than one box simultaneously.
This made predicting the target goal non-trivial.

To obtain a human explanation, i.e. ‘ground truth’, over
the Sokoban GR task, we asked three annotators (one male,
two female) recruited from the graduate student cohort at
our university to annotate 15 scenarios, along with their pre-
ferred explanations. Participants were aged between 29 to 40

Figure 2: Sokoban game, scenario 5 (game version 3).
The blue spot marks the initial state of the agent, and
the orange spot marks the initial state of the box1
before pushing it down. There are 3 possible goals
((g1, g2), (g3, g4), (g5, g6)). Blue arrows represent observa-
tions (8 observations). The predicted goal is (g1, g2).
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Domain (# problems) Mirroring with XGR (sec) XGR only (sec) Time Increase (%) Counterfactual Planning (%)

Campus (15) 0.21 (0.08) 0.019 (0.017) 10.15 87.11
Ferry (24) 71.22 (36.16) 6.276 (8.070) 09.66 99.69
Intrusion (45) 0.69 (0.36) 0.215 (0.087) 44.61 70.18
Kitchen (15) 0.14 (0.07) 0.014 (0.002) 11.12 73.61
Rovers (20) 135.23 (73.11) 3.710 (7.271) 02.82 99.64
Satellite (27) 16.76 (10.05) 1.794 (10.052) 11.98 99.27
Miconic (20) 109.12 (22.61) 1.636 (2.861) 01.52 98.72
Zeno-Travel (16) 221.77 (68.85) 8.856 (11.721) 04.15 99.65

Table 2: Performance results of the XGR model, generating explanations for the Mirroring GR over eight benchmarks. Column
1 shows the mean and standard deviation run time of XGR model with the mirroring GR. Column 2 shows the average and
standard deviation run time of XGR model only, without the GR algorithm. Column 3 shows the increase in run time (as a
percentage) of adding the XGR to the GR. Column 4 shows how much time (as a percentage of column 3) of the XGR model
was spent in counterfactual planning.

(Mean = 33). No prior knowledge was required. Each ex-
periment ran for approximately 60 minutes. The annotation
was conducted over four stages:

1. The game instructions were introduced to the annotator
with a training scenario to help them understand the task.

2. The annotator watched a partial scenario (video clip) in
which a Sokoban player tried to achieve a goal. The goals
were either delivering/pushing a box to a single destina-
tion cell or delivering/pushing two boxes to two different
destination cells.

3. After watching the observations, annotators were given
the set of predicted goals, and counterfactual goals, that
were predicted by the Mirroring GR algorithm.

4. The annotators were asked to annotate the most im-
portant observation, or optionally the two most impor-
tant observations, from the observation sequence that an-
swered the two questions: ‘Why goal g?’ and ‘Why not
goal g′?’, where g was the predicted goal and g′ was
the counterfactual goal. Participants were also required to
annotate a counterfactual action for ‘Why not goal g′?’.
This was obtained by asking the participant to propose
a non-observed action that they believed would signify a
move to the alternative goal g′.

The data was collected over three game versions: one ver-
sion required the delivery of a single box to one destination
(game version 1), or two sequential destinations with inter-
leaved plans to achieve them (game versions 2 and 3). The
difference between game versions 2 and 3 pertained to the
agent’s ability to push multiple boxes in game 3, whereas in
game 2 the agent could only push one box at a time. Each
version was comprised of five different scenarios varying by
complexity (15 scenarios in total). Each scenario depicted a
different GR problem in which there were several competing
goal hypotheses. The final destinations were not disclosed to
the participants.

We combined the three annotations into a single ground
truth using a majority vote. In the case of disagreements be-
tween annotations, they are often resolved by adjudicating
by a fourth annotator. In our experiments, there were no dis-
agreement instances.

We ran our model over the online GR mirroring imple-
mentation model for each of the 15 scenarios. We obtained
the explanan list of XGR model to answer the Why goal g?
question by selecting the observations with the highest WoE
(OM ), and the Why not goal g′? question by selecting the
observations with the lowest WoE (counterfactual OM ). We
then compared the output explanations of our model to the
ground truth obtained by human annotation. To do this, each
observation in the ground truth was given its equivalent rank
in the model-generated ranked explanan list.
Example 5. Considering the example from Figure 2, we
obtain the complete explanan for both questions from our
model. The annotated observations from the ‘ground truth’
is o7 and o2 that explain ‘Why (g1, g2)?’, and o2 that ex-
plains ‘Why not ((g3, g4)(g5, g6))?’. We then assigned rank
values to them based on the explanan list of each question,
that is for why, rank values start from the highest, thus the
annotated observation rank is o2 = 7, and o7 = 2 (o7 rank
value is 2 as it has the second highest WoE after o8 that has
rank value 1). For why not, rank values start from the low-
est, thus the annotated observation rank is o2 = 1 (o2 is the
lowest with rank value 1 as it has the lowest woe).

We then calculated the mean absolute error (MAE) to an-
alyze how close the obtained explanation of the XGR model
was to the ground truth. The MAE was calculated as the
differences between each ground truth value (agroundTruth)
and XGR value (aXGR) for the instance, averaged on the
length of the observation sequence (n).

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

| agroundTruth − aXGR | (5)

The MAE is the average of the errors, hence the larger
the number, the larger the error. An error of 0 indicates full
agreement between the models, and an error of 1 means
that the top-ranked observation was ranked last by the XGR
model.

For evaluating the selection of a counterfactual action, as
there is only one counterfactual action per plan, this is a bi-
nary agreement between ground truth and the XGR model.
For each domain, we calculated the percentage of agree-
ments using (Araujo and Born 1985):
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Game Scenario Why Why Not CF (%)

1 S1 0.00 0.00 100
S2 0.00 0.00 100
S3 0.37 0.00 100
S5 0.25 0.00 100
S5 0.00 0.00 100

2 S1 0.00 0.00 66.6
S2 0.00 0.12 33.3
S3 0.00 0.00 100
S4 0.00 0.00 100
S5 0.00 0.00 33.3

3 S1 0.50 0.00 100
S2 0.00 0.00 50
S3 0.00 0.00 100
S4 0.00 0.00 100
S5 0.44 0.00 100

Mean 0.10 0.008 89.40
SD 0.65 0.031 00.25

Table 3: The Why and Why not columns represent the mean
absolute error (MAE) for XGR compared to the ground
truth. The CF column represents the counterfactual action
explanations percentage that agreed with the ground truth.

CF (%) =
agreements

agreements+ disagreements
× 100% (6)

Results The results of the comparison are presented in Ta-
ble 3. Each row shows the MAE value calculated for each
game scenario. The ‘Why’ and ‘Why not’ columns repre-
sent the MAE for our model compared to the human ground
truth, and the CF(%) column represents the percentage of
counterfactual action explanations that agreed with the hu-
man ground truth. We can see that for the majority of in-
stances, the XGR model agreed completely with the ground
truth obtained through human annotation. When answering
Why g? questions the model agreed with the ground truth
over 11 of the 15 scenarios (73.3%) and when answering
Why not g′? questions the model agreed with the ground
truth over 14 of the 15 scenarios (93.3%).

The CF column represents the percentage of counterfac-
tual explanations that agreed with the human ground truth,
so in this instance, higher values are better, with 100% indi-
cating full agreement. The full agreement rate was obtained
in 11 of the 15 scenarios (73.3%).

Investigating scenario 5 in game version 3, which has a
relatively high MAE for the Why goal g? question. The sce-
nario can be seen in Figure 2 and involves the agent deliver-
ing 2 boxes to 2 different locations, while also being able to
push 2 boxes at the same time. The blue arrows represent the
observation sequence, whereby the agent started at the blue
circle and moved along the arrows to its current location.

In this scenario the most likely goal candidate, as pre-
dicted by the GR was delivering Box1 to g1 and deliver-
ing Box2 to g2, i.e. Gp = {(g1, g2)}. The counterfactual
goal candidates were delivering the boxes to either g3 and
g4 or g5 and g6, Gc = {(g3, g4), (g5, g6)}. It is important

to note that in order to push both boxes simultaneously to
goal (g1, g2), the agent would need to stand on the right of
the boxes, but to push both boxes simultaneously to either
(g3, g4) or (g5, g6), it needs to position itself on the left.

The XGR model’s explanation to the Why goal g? ques-
tion is the observation o8. This can be seen as the agent aim-
ing to position itself on the right of both boxes, confirming
the supposition that the goal is (g1, g2). Fully considering
the agent’s ability to push multiple boxes, this observation
constitutes the OM , the observation with the highest WoE.

On the other hand, the annotators established the ground
truth explanation by choosing the second observation, o2 for
both the Why goal g? and Why not g′? questions. Accord-
ing to our model, this observation is the one with the low-
est WoE, actually making it the counterfactual OM and the
answer to the question Why not g′?. This is because this ob-
servation moves away from both goals (g3, g4) and (g5, g6).
Participants choose to use the same answer for both Why
goal g? and Why not g′? questions can also be found in the
other instances of discrepancies between the output of our
model and the ground truth. The difference in explanations
can be attributed to some confusion and/or preference be-
tween why? and why not? questions on the side of partici-
pants. Thus, we had a follow-up experiment where we pre-
sented the participants with the scenarios they had confusion
with (Table 3, scenarios of bold values). For each scenario,
we provided them with two explanation systems to answer
the two questions where the first system explanation is given
by our model, and the second system explanation is given by
the ground truth. Then we asked them which system provide
a better explanation. For the three participants, the chosen
system was the first one (our model).

Human Study 2: Explainability
We conduct a second human subject experiment to evaluate
the explainability of our model. We consider two hypothe-
ses for our evaluation; 1) our model (XGR) leads to a better
understanding of a GR agent; and 2) a better understanding
of an agent fosters user trust in the agent.

Methodology We used the Sokoban game as the domain
of the GR agent. We presented participants with the Mir-
roring GR algorithm output over six problems in Sokoban
game domain. To evaluate hypothesis 1, we used the task
prediction method (Hoffman et al. 2018). Task prediction
is a proxy measure for user understanding. Participants are
instructed to predict the goals of the agent. We used the ex-
planation satisfaction scale by Hoffman et al. (2018) to mea-
sure the explanation’s subjective quality. To evaluate hypoth-
esis 2, we used the trust scale by Hoffman et al. (2018).

Experiment Design We presented six partial scenarios
(video clips) of the Sokoban player trying to achieve the
goal of delivering boxes to certain locations. The indepen-
dent variable in this experiment is the explanation type: (1)
our explanation model (XGR); and a baseline of no expla-
nation. There is no baseline of another explanation method
since there is no other method as far as we know.

The experiment has four phases. The first phase involves a
collection of demographic information and training the par-
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Figure 3: Task prediction
scores for the two models
(higher is better).

Figure 4: Behavioural trust
for the two models (lower
is better).

ticipants. The participant is trained to understand the player
task and how the GR system works using two video clips.
In the second phase, a video clip (10 sec) is played and
the GR system output is shown. Participants were asked
to answer “what is the agent’s predicted goal(s)?”. For the
baseline condition, they answered it without receiving any
explanations. In the XGR condition, our model explana-
tions for ‘why’ and ‘why not’ questions were presented.
Participants completed six scenarios each. The explanations
are pre-generated from our implemented algorithm and dis-
played on an annotated picture of the video clip’s last frame.
In the third phase, participants were asked to complete the
trust scale. The second condition has a fourth phase of com-
pleting the explanation satisfaction scale.

We conducted the experiments on Amazon MTurk with
60 participants, allocated randomly and evenly to each con-
dition. Each experiment ran approximately 20 minutes, and
we compensated each participant with $4USD. A bonus
compensation of $0.20USD was given for each correct pre-
diction, for a total of $1.20USD. Participants were aged be-
tween 31 to 60 (Mean = 41.4), 23 male and 37 female;
none selected non-binary or self-specified. To ensure data
quality, we recruited only ‘master class’ workers with 98%
or more approval rates.

Results We first show our results on the first hypoth-
esis, corresponding null and alternative hypothesis are,
H0 : SXGR = SNoExplanation; and H1 : SXGR ≥
SNoExplanation where S denotes the participants’ prediction
scores. Figure (3) shows the task score variance with the two
models. A Welch two-sample t-test resulted in p-value of
0.05, thus we reject H0 and accept the alternative hypothe-
sis H1. These results demonstrate that the XGR model leads
to a significantly better understanding of the agent’s behav-
ior than the baseline model.

Table 4 shows the average and standard deviation of the
explanation satisfaction metrics on a Likert scale percentage

Understanding Satisfying Sufficient Complete

88.93 (10.8) 86.09 (12.2) 87.93 (13.1) 86.15 (19.6)

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of explanation quality
metrics for XGR model

Figure 5: Perceived trust metrics for the two models on the
Likert scale percentage with means represented as markers
(higher indicates strongly agree).

(a higher value indicates stronger agreement). These results
indicate a satisfactory level across the four metrics.

Next, we evaluate the second main hypothesis: a better
understanding of an agent fosters user trust in the agent.
H0 : TXGR = TNoExplanation; and H1 : TXGR ≥
TNoExplanation where T denotes the participants’ perceived
trust of the agent. Figure (5) shows the trust rate variance
with the two models. We performed a Welch Two Sample
t-test and obtained p-values 0.12, 0.18, 0.04, and 0.02 for
trust metrics confident, predictable, reliable, and safe re-
spectively. We reject H1 for the first two metrics and accept
it for the rest. Results indicate a significant difference for
reliable, and safe metrics and no difference for confident,
predictable. Although the scores and trust are significantly
better for our model, further investigation in a more com-
plex domain is required.

We also evaluate behavioral trust by measuring the par-
ticipants’ level of agreement with the GR predictions, the
difference between the GR prediction, and the participants’
correct predictions (task prediction score). Clearly, the trend
between the two models shown in Figure 4 is the same as for
the perceived trust (Figure 5).

Conclusion
We have introduced an explanation model for GR algo-
rithms, called eXplainable Goal Recognition (XGR). Our
model generates explanations answering both ’why’ and
’why not’ questions pertaining to the problem of GR. Our
approach builds upon the WoE concept. We computationally
evaluated the performance of our system. We also conducted
two human studies, which showed that our model generates
explanations consistent with human labelers in over 73% of
scenarios, and demonstrated that the XGR model improves
people’s ability to predict an agent’s goal and trust in the GR
algorithm. In the future, we plan to extend our work to ex-
plain noisy observation sequences, as well as conduct further
evaluations to determine the source of differences between
the model’s explanation and human-generated explanations.
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